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Lost luggage, downed power lines on Interstate 87, hot dorm rooms that were up
the hill, missed baseball games, power outages while in the shower...what a start to
the North American ALEPH Users' Group (NAAUG) meeting at McGill
University. But everything was downhill, literally, (not figuratively) from
there...downhill from the dorms and downhill from Mont Royale (which your
reporter scaled at 5:30 a.m. Monday for a glorious view of Montreal).

Sunday, June 3rd our hosts held a reception at the McCord Museum of Canadian
History. This event included lots of conviviality, very strange and very wonderful
hors d'oeuvres, and a welcome by the McGill University Library Director, Frances
Groen, and Ex Libris-USA President, Carl Grant. James Steenbergen, Manager,
Customer Service for Ex Libris, provided the hit of the night as he gave awards for
such things as: the problem report with the best subject line and the problem report
with the largest amount of "ALEPH-ese." James was also quoted later in the
conference as saying, "Librarians are different. You just have to get over it and
move on."

The next morning the relaxation was over as we moved into a packed two-day
conference schedule. After an overview of the software enhancement request
process, Larry Woods (Iowa) reviewed the current requests noting ones which Ex
Libris indicated were already in progress, ones that would not be worked on, and
those requiring additional development (and those requests' "development points").
Voting on these enhancement requests took place, online, the following week. A
number of SUNY's selected enhancements were included in the final list that was
sent to Ex Libris.

Ezra Schwartz from Ex Libris (Jerusalem) gave an entertaining overview of new
ALEPH client prototypes. More information will be included in a single display,
reducing open "windows" and clutter on the screen. Ezra proposed ways to
customize short cuts to make use of ALEPH more efficient. Currently he is working
with focus groups to re-do the Circulation and Serials client software. Expect to see
these changes in ALEPH release 15 and/or 16. (SUNY Oswego, for example, is
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using ALEPH 14.2.)

Then came a smorgasbord of site presentations: 20 presentations, over two hours,
with five presentations running simultaneously. Obviously, this reporter couldn't get
to all of them and, in fact, was presenting at one. Maureen Zajkowski and Maggie
Horn both gave presentations on the SUNYConnect project. Feedback from other
SUNY attendees who were able to get to some of the other programs, indicated that
all of the presentations were excellent. Here's a sampling of presentation titles:
"ALEPH, Sort of," "Brave New OPAC, or Rube Goldberg Meets ALEPH," "Whose
System is it Anyway? Implementing an Integrated Library System in a Consortium
Environment" and "Serials Pattern Project at McGill University." (SUNYConnect
presentations are available via
http://www.sunyconnect.suny.edu/aleph/sunynauug2001.htm. Look for other
conference presentations at http://www.naaug.org/meetings/2001/)
Recommendation for the next NAAUG conference: fewer presentations, with more
breathing room in between, and consider repeating some programs.

Are you tired yet? The day isn't over! Next there were two sets of roundtable
discussions for each of the modules: Acquisitions, Cataloging, Circulation, Opac,
Serials, Systems, Large Research Libraries, Union Catalogues. Your intrepid
reporter found the union catalogue session so interesting, she fearlessly stayed for
the second round. We came up with five or six different configurations for a union
catalog in discussions with California Digital Library, University of Maryland,
MnLINK, CUNY, SUNY, Juniper-Pathfinder Library System (Colorado), and
Florida. Okay, now you're tired. So it's off to an enormous dinner at a French
restaurant and to tumble into bed at 9:30 (if you're not a social butterfly!)

Bright and early
the next
morning, James
Steenbergen
was back to
give us an
overview of the
changes in Ex
Libris 14.2.
Many of the
attendees were
already up on
versions earlier
than 14.2 and
were eager to
know what they
were "in for"
with the
upgrade. Those of us who have already been initiated in 14.2 could enjoy our
knowing looks regarding what really worked and what didn't.

As with most conferences, meeting new and old friends who share common
professional experiences is among the most important of activities. Guido
Badalamenti (University of Siena) brought greetings from ICAU (International
Consortium of ALEPH Users). We were impressed to find out that the entire ICAU

Steering Committee attended this
NAAUG meeting. Anyone for the
October 2001 ICAU meeting in

Thessaloniki (Salonika), Greece?
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